Preread:
- Read the Chapter Title
- Read Pages 146-148- What is the major theme discussed?
- Read- Identify the Big Idea on Pg 150. You will answer this question at the end of these notes.
- Skim and Scan rest of the chapter-

Read: Now read the chapter start to finish without stopping or writing. Just read it! As you read you should mentally be:
- Questioning ideas
- Clarifying concepts
- Summarizing information
- Predicting next steps

Post Reading: Answer the following questions
An Empire Transformed
- What was the impact of the GREAT WAR for EMPIRE (French and Indian War) on British policymakers and the colonies?:
  - Economic cost? British response?
  - How many British troops stayed in the colonies? Cost? Why?

- George Grenville:
- Sugar Act of 1764:
  - Why did the concept of Vice-Admiralty Courts make colonists feel less like Englishmen?:
  - American response to Sugar Act:

Why was the Stamp Act of 1765 the real “BIG” deal to colonists?:

Virtual Representation:
Why did most British and Colonial leaders reject the idea that the colonies should be represented in Parliament?

How did these new British Policies reflect a change from Colonial autonomy?
The Dynamics of Rebellion 1765-1770:
  - **Patriots**=
  - Why and by whom was the Stamp Act Congress called?:

  - Who were the “Sons of Liberty”?
  - What were some of the tactics they used?

  - Patriot writing drew on three intellectual traditions:
    1)
    2)
    3)
  - What was the major idea of Dickinson’s “Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania”?

  - Why did Britain back down?

  - How was the **Declaratory Act of 1766** a “I am still in charge statement”?

  - **Charles Townshend**:

    - What were some examples of the **Townshend Acts of 1767**?

    - What were some specific examples of how the colonies responded?
      -
      -
      - **Non-Importation Movement**:

        - Why was Boston the “hotbead” of resistance?

        - What groups were most interested in western lands, and why did Hillsborough oppose them?

        - What was the cause of the **Boston Massacre**?

        - Explain the concept of “**Parliamentary Supremacy**”:

        - Why did Ben Franklin’s position on colonial representation change by 1770?